PCR in situ followed by microdissection allows whole chromosome painting probes to be made from single microdissected chromosomes.
Whole-chromosome painting probes (WCPs) and chromosome-arm painting probes (CAPs) are an integral part of the cytogenetic analysis of chromosome abnormalities. While these are routinely made by chromosome microdissection, multiple copies of the dissected region have been necessary to achieve a library sufficiently complex to provide adequate painting. Performing multiple dissections of chromosomes or chromosome regions is time consuming and occasionally impossible, such as when working with species whose banded karyotype is not well defined. We have developed a method whereby chromosome paints can be reliably generated by dissecting single chromosomes. The technique consists of performing degenerate oligonucleotide-primed polymerase chain reaction (DOP-PCR) in situ on the chromosomes, prior to dissection. Enough amplification occurs to enable a single dissected chromosome to be used to create a painting probe sufficiently complex for use in fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). The amplification products remain localized on the chromosomes; this allows region-specific chromosome paints to be made. We detail this novel technique and show whole-chromosome, arm-specific, and contiguous region-specific probes for human and rat, each created from single dissected fragments of chromatin.